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The Christianity had been expanded into Roman Empire since 1 AD. As a rising 
idea in the roman social, the Christianity couldn’t have influence on roman private law, 
until the Christianity became the roman state religion. However, Roman law had affected 
by the roman primitive region and the Stoicism during the transition period. Therefore, 
the evolution of Roman law might not only cause by the Christianity, but also by any 
others. Those who took the Roman law as Christian Roman law or regarded Roman law 
as Christianity were evidently wrong. Thence, I chose the roman person law as my 
subject of research, and analyzed the influence of Christianity in the evolution of Roman 
law from the history conditions, concrete influence and the evaluation of the influence by 
the historical and comparative ways. 
The introduce discusses what is important to study the influence of Christianity on 
Roman law and summary of study on the influence of Christianity on Roman law in our 
country and foreign. 
Chapter I, Historical Conditions of the Influence of the Christianity on Roman 
Private Law. It mainly discusses the social and political conditions that Christianity 
impacted on Roman law and the foundation that the Stoicism had made for Christianity’s 
effect on Roman law. 
Chapter II, Influence of Christianity on Roman Status System. It studies the 
variation of Roman paterfamilias status and religious status from the pre-Christianity era 
to Christianity era, so as to demonstrate that roman paterfamilias status had changed 
from political status to natural status and religious status had taken place from one of 
reasons that caused captitis deminutio into one of key elements of caput, which made the 
way of depriving the faculties vary from indirect means of depriving the status to direct 
means. 
Chapter III, Influence of Christianity on Roman Marriage System. It studies that 
Christianity converted the roman traditional marriage concept, which made roman 
marriage system; divorce system, concubine system and remarriage system take place. 















the roman stubborn traditional idioms and the Christianity compromise to roman 
tradition.  
Chapter IV, Influence of Christianity on Paternity Relationship. It discusses the 
influence of Christianity on Paternity Relationship in Roman law from the fetus, 
illegitimacy and support system. Under the influence of Christianity, the fetus had 
changed from the natural person in the special conditions to material person; liberi 
natureles had shared the same legal status with the legitimacy, but the spurri had been 
treated worse than the liberi natureles; the characteristic of support had taken place from 
a kind of paterfamilias power to one of paterfamilias responsabilities. 
Chapter V, Influence of Christianity on Law Status of Roman Woman. It investigates 
the evolution of roman woman guardian system and variation of roman woman family 
status, and it emphasizes that because Stoicism and Christianity together had effect on 
roman private law, roman woman status was improved better than the ancient roman. 
Chapter VI, Influence of Christianity on Law Status of Roman Slave. It discusses 
how the owner potesta over slaves became weaker than ever, and the blood relation of 
slaver was recognized by Roman law and the way of slave liberation varied. Furthermore, 
it explained and analyzed the positive effects that Christianity and Stoicism improved the 
slave status in Roman law. It stresses that the reasons, why slavery was retained in roman 
social and began in the church, was due to negative influence of Christianity. 
In a word, why had roman private law taken place at the Christianity era? It was not 
only due to the influence of Christianity but also due to the influence of the Stoicism and 
economic factors. Furthermore, all of the influence of Christianity was not good, but 
some other was bad. 
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